
HUNGER GAMES BOOK REPORT QUESTIONS

The Book Report Network Â· Our Other Discussion Questions. The Hunger What do you think is the cruelest part of the
Hunger Games?.

At the beginning of the novel, Katniss is a committed stoic, who keeps her features in an "indifferent mask" to
aid her survival through tough conditions. By separating the Districts from one another along strict lines of
wealth, and then encouraging class resentment through tesserae, the Capitol keeps citizens distrustful of one
another so that they will not turn their eyes collectively towards their true oppressor. As she recovers from her
trauma in the arena, Katniss becomes aware that the rebellion has begun in earnest, orchestrated by District 13,
the place she once believed was obliterated in the last war. Did Katniss ever love Gale the way he wants her to
love him? What influences her decision to become the Mockingjay? But when the gifts arrived, they came
with a note from Haymitch, not from the actual sponsors. This is clear from the first stages, in which the
tributes are introduced to the audiences through high-profile events. By all indications, she felt this way well
before any romance began between them. Why does Katniss assassinate Coin? Thresh also brings up debt
when he spares Katniss after learning about her alliance with Rue. How do the events of the Victory Tour
affect Katniss and Peeta, their relationship to each other, and their feelings about their future? Young soldiers
in Iraq face many dilemmas. Teach This Lesson About The Hunger Games In this gripping young adult novel
set in a future with unsettling parallels to our present, the nation of Panem consists of a shining Capitol
surrounded by 12 outlying Districts, in the ruins of the area once known as North America. How is each of
them changed by the time they spend in the Arena? When does Katniss realize that her first impression of
Finnick was wrong? Historical and Literary Connections The Hunger Games trilogy provides many interesting
analogies to historical events and literary classics through the ages. Why does Peeta join with the Career
Tributes in the beginning of the Games? After being named tribute but before going to the arena, she is
confronted both with her guilt at not helping the Avox, and with Peeta's "purity" of wanting to stay himself
until death despite the barbaric pressures of the arena. What does Katniss gain from this friendship besides
companionship? Do you believe there is any chance to eradicate class struggles in the future?


